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abstraCt
This essay deals with the transmission of the itkalzi 
ritual, its original recension and the derived “fill in the 
blanks” editions. we assume that said ritual was per-
formed for the first time, when Tutḫaliya ii married 
Tadu-ḫeba, with the aim of assuring the well being 
of the royal couple and the fertility of the queen.
keywords
itkalzi-ritual; Hurrian; ancient anatolia; šapi-
nuwa.
1. Introduction
The project devoted to the publication of the Hur-
rian texts found at ortaköy/šapinuwa has given rise 
to a new impulse also in the research study of the 
itkalzi ritual. The archives at Building a in šapinuwa 
preserved many tablets and fragments belonging to 
this ritual and some of them duplicate texts found in 
ḫattuša and already published by V. Haas in the first 
volume of the Hurrian Corpus.1
V. Haas argued that there were two recensions of 
this ritual, namely a 22 tablet recension, which was 
quoted in the colophon of texts Chs i/1 7 and 8, but 
was not surely documented in any Boğazköy docu-
ment, and a ten tablet version. according to V. Haas, 
tablets Chs i/1 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 belonged to the latter 
version, and Chs i/1 9 was the tenth and last tablet 
of said recension, as stated in the colophon.2
The discovery of a tablet at ortaköy, whose colo-
phon labels it as the eleventh tablet of the itkalzi, 
confirmed that a recension longer than the ten tablet 
edition actually existed.3
Upon re-examination of all the itkalzi tablets, strik-
ing is the division into two different groups:
1) some tablets explicitly mention Tutḫaliya ii/
Tašmi-šarri and Tadu-ḫeba as the ritual patrons; the 
incantations and also those portions of text describ-
ing the performed ritual actions and offerings are in 
Hurrian.
2) other tablets contain long descriptive portions 
in Hittite, whereas only the incantations are in Hur-
rian. all the texts of this second group do not refer 
to Tutḫaliya ii/Tašmi-šarri and Tadu-ḫeba, but to an 
anonymous ritual patron.4
2. The Recensions of the itkalzi Ritual
a cross-analysis of the best preserved tablets and 
colophons of the itkalzi supports the assumption that 
there were other recensions aside from the two edi-
tions recognized by V. Haas.5
Two aspects are common to all the colophons of 
this ritual: a) the lack of the name of the scribe who 
wrote the tablet; b) the sequence number of the ta-
blet and the information whether or not the series is 
complete.6 a part the two aforementioned elements, 
the preserved colophons of the itkalzi do not follow 
a standard pattern, but among them, however, a few 
differences can be recognized.
2.1) The 22 Tablet recension: the ritual perfor-
med for Tašmi-šarri and Tadu-ḫeba.
since the 22 tablet recension is the longest, it is 
presumably the original and most complete edition 
of the itkalzi. if we acknowledge this assumption, the 
22 tablet recension should be the Hurrian text that 
records the ritual performed for King Tašmi-šarri and 
Queen Tadu-ḫeba.
The 11th tablet, which was found at ortaköy and, 
clearly, does not belong to the 10 tablet recension, 
supports this assumption, in that it is written in Hur-
rian and refers to the aforementioned king and queen 
as the ritual patrons.7
if we consider these two aspects as markers of the 
original 22 tablet recension, one might identify other ta-
blets as belonging to the same recension, namely, the 3rd 
tablet (or 90/1494 and its duplicates), Chs i/1 20, Chs 
i/1 6 and the 11th tablet, although the sequence of the 
tablets that is presented here remains hypothetical.8
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1 haas 1984.
2 Ibidem, 2-3.
3 see de martino, murat, süel 2013.
4 see de martino, süel 2015, 15-17; de martino 2016.
5 see haas 1984.
6 see waal 2015, 525-528); the colophon of KUB 32 19 
(Chs i/1 41), which w. waal includes in her overview of the 
itkalzi colophons, in my opinion does not belongs to this ritual, 
see also Campbell 2016, 341 n. 17.
7 see de martino, murat, süel 2013.
8 see de martino 2016.
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The 3rd Tablet9
manuscripts Colophon Find spot script
or 90/1494 + preserved ortaköy Bd. a ms
aBoT 37 + = Chs i/1 19 not preserved Bog. Bk. Bd. a ms
KBo 20 124 = Chs i/1 23 not preserved Bog. Bk r/16 ns
KBo 14 136 = Chs i/1 21 + KBo 43 60 = Chs i/1 8 242 not preserved Bog. Bk area of Bd. a ms
KBo 27 102 = Chs i/1 25 not preserved Bog. Bk. Bd. a ms
The colophon:
or 90/1494
iv
28’ DUB 3Kam Ú-UL QA-T[I ŠA sisKUr.sisKUr
 it-kal-zi-ya-aš]
29’ a-iš [š]u-up-pí-ya[-aḫ-ḫu-wa-aš A-NA DUTUšI 
 -at-kán]
30’ ˻Kaxu-˼az pa-ra-a [I-NA UrUzi-it-ḫa-ra]
31’ I-N[A] BUrU14 ˻a-˼[ni-ya-u-en ]
The 3rd tablet, which is written in Hurrian, contains 
a long incantation aimed at purifying Tadu-ḫeba’s 
body. The Queen is explicitly mentioned as the ri-
tual patron. King Tutḫaliya/Tašmi-šarri’s name does 
not occur in this tablet, but we cannot exclude that 
it might have been present in the lost portions of the 
text. The ritualist, who declaimed said incantations, 
spoke of Tadu-ḫeba using the 3rd person singular. The 
preserved portions of the third tablet contain only 
incantations, and there are no descriptions of any ac-
tions performed.10
Diagnostic signs recognizable in the manuscripts 
or 90/1494 + , Chs i/1 19, Chs i/1 21 + and Chs i/1 
25 show mH forms, whereas only Chs i/1 23 can be 
dated to the 13th century BC.11 Hence, the latter clearly 
belongs to a more recent set of tablets.
There are very few differences that can be reco-
gnized among the five manuscripts:
a) only the most recent manuscript, KBo 20 124 
+ (= Chs i/1 23) shows the name of Queen Tadu-
ḫeba, spelled as dadu-ḫeba.12 The same spelling 
of this queen’s name also occurs in the so-called 
offering Lists,13 whereas, to my knowledge, it is 
not found in any other text or fragment of the itkal-
zi ritual. This might mean that the the 13th century 
scribe who wrote the tablet Chs i/1 23 ignored that 
the Hurrian obstruent /T/ was voiceless in a word-
initial position.
b) Text aBoT 37 +14 documents the expression 
za-ap-ku-u-šu, whereas KBo 14 136 + i 7’ has the 
form za-ap-k]u-lu-u-ša (sapk=ol=o=š(še)=a). The 
latter, presumably, is the right one (< a verbal root 
sapk + ol+ the derivational suffix šše + the essive 
suffix); this passage is fragmentary and a full com-
prehension of this part of the text is unfortunately 
not possible,15
9 see de martino, süel 2015.
10 see de martino, süel 2015.
11 Ibidem, 9-12.
12 see de martino, süel 2015, 89.
13 see Carruba 2008, 140.
14 Text a1 i 9’, de martino, süel 2015, 38.
15 see de martino – süel 2015, 38.
16 Text a 1 + 2 i 41’/i 2’, de martino, suel 2015, 44.
17 see Campbell 2015a, 192-193 for these verbal forms.
18 see de martino 2016.
19 see de martino 2016.
c) manuscript aBoT 37 + diverges in another pas-
sage too; the verbal form šeg=al=o=l=ae=ž occurs 
in KBo 20 124 + i 14’, whereas aBoT 37 + preserves 
the expression šeg=al=o=l=ae=ž=nna.16 said verbal 
expression does not appear with the enclitic pronoun 
-nna in any other analogous sentences of the text, 
where it usually occurs with two other verbs, name-
ly, kažl=o=ež/ kažl=o=ae=ž, eg(i)=o=šš(e)=o=l=ež/ 
eg(i)=o=šš(e)=o=l=ae=ž.17
Chs i/1 2018
manuscript Colophon Find spot script
KUB 32 24 + 
KUB 23 40 (+) 
KBo 20 133 =
Chs i/1 20
not preserved Bog. Bk. Bd. a ms
The colophon of this fragmentary tablet written in 
Hurrian is not preserved; despite this, the discovery 
of the third tablet among the Hurrian texts found at 
ortaköy supports the assumption that text Chs i/1 
20 and the third tablet, as well, are part of the same 
recension of the itkalzi ritual. as a matter of fact, 
Chs i/1 20 contains an incantation aimed at purifying 
Tutḫaliya’s body, which is almost identical to the one 
recorded in the third tablet. The same sentences and 
words occur in the incantations documented in both 
of the aforementioned texts. The third tablet and Chs 
i/1 20 can be considered twin texts, with the only 
difference that the third tablet refers to the queen, 
whereas Chs i/1 20 refers to the king.19
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Chs i/1 6.20
manuscript Colophon Find spot script
KUB 32 25 + KBo 
20 126 = Chs i/1 6
preserved Bog. Bk. Bd. a ms
The colophon:
iv
34’ [DUB xKam Ú-]UL QA-TI ŠA sisKUr.sisKUr
 it-kal-zi˻-ya-˼aš
35’ [a-iš šu-u]p-pí-ya-aḫ-ḫ[u-w]a-aš A-NA DUTUŠI
 -at-kán
36’ [Kaxa-a]z pa-ra-a [I-N]A UrUzi-it-ḫa-ra I-[N]A
 BUrU14
37’ [a-ni-ya-u-]en nu-uš-ša-an ke-e-da-ni tup-p[í-]ya  
 ú<-i>-te-na-aš
38’ [ḫé-u-]˻wa-aš-ša˼21 ud-da-a-ar zi-in˻-na-˼an
Chs i/1 6, written in Hurrian, is the last tablet, 
where rainwater is used as the magic substance, as 
stated in the colophon.22 The ritual patron is Queen 
Tadu-ḫeba, whose name often occurs in this text. 
The mention of Tadu-ḫeba as the ritual patron, the 
long incantations and the fact that the text is in Hur-
rian, with the only exception of the colophon, all 
support the assumption that this tablet might belong 
to the original 22 tablet recension of the itkalzi. The 
first column of ChS i/1 6 preserves an evocation of 
springs and rivers similar to the one documented in 
Chs i/1 5 and or 90/1473.23 mountains and rivers 
also play a role in the incantations occurring in the 
second column of Chs i/1 6. Three passages (iii 17’-
22’, iv 13’-16’, 31’-34’) contain incantations similar 
to those documented in the 3rd tablet and devoted to 
the purification of the queen’s body.
since the rites performed using water end with 
text Chs i/1 6 and the eleventh tablet refers to the 
tuġalzi ritual (see ultra), one can assume that Chs 
i/1 6 precedes the 11th tablet in the original set of the 
Hurrian recension of the itkalzi.
The wording and content of the colophon are the 
same in Chs i/1 6 and the third tablet, as well, but 
they are presumed to belong to two different sets of 
tablets, unless we suppose that they were part of the 
same set of tablets that would eventually end up in 
ḫattuša and šapinuwa.
The 11th Tablet24
manuscript Colophon Find spot script
or 90/393 + Preserved ortaköy Bd. a ms
The colophon:
iv
29 [ ] DUB 11Kam šu-up-pa-y[a-aš] ˻it-kal˼[-zi-ya-aš]
30 [ ] ú-i-te-na-aš ˻Ú˼[-UL QA-TI]
31 [ ] nu-uš-ša-an ke-e[-da-ni tup-pí-ya]
32 [ ] tu-u-ḫal-zi-iš a[
33 [nu-uš-]ša-˼an ú[-/Ú-UL
20 see de martino, süel 2017.
21 so haas 2003, 145 and. 15. rain water is a magic sub-
stance mentioned also in the allaituraḫḫi ritual (see haas 2003, 
145).
22 see haas 2003, 145.
23 see de martino, süel 2017.
24 see de martino, murat, süel 2013.
25 only a short fragmentary passage is in Hittite (see ii 8).
26 see de martino, murat, süel 2013.
27 see de martino, murat, süel 2013.
28 see de martino, süel 2017.
29 or 90/1473 iv 30’: zitḫara; ChS i/1 5 ( = KBo 23 6 + FHG 
20 = a 7 iv 9’ + a 12 iv 2’): UrUzi-it-pár-ḫa.
The 11th tablet, written in Hurrian25, documents the 
tuġalzi ritual.26 said word refers to a purifying ma-
teria magica and to the rites performed using it, as 
well. Queen Tadu-ḫeba is the ritual patron, but the 
name of her husband Tašmi-šarri also occurs in this 
tablet. The purification of the queen’s body seems to 
be the main topic of this text too.27
The colophon differs from the one documented in 
the two aforementioned documents, namely, the third 
tablet and Chs i/1 6; thus, or 90/393 + might belong 
to a different set of tablets.
2.2) The recension of the “Great itkalzi ritual” 
for an anonymous ritual Patron:
The 2nd or 3rd (??) Tablet28
manuscripts Colophon Find spot script
or 90/1473 Preserved ortaköy Bd. a ms
Chs i/1 5 Preserved Bog. Bk. Bd. a ms
The colophon:
iv 33 [du]B ˹x (= 2, 3 ??)Kam˺ Ú-UL QA-TI it-kal-
 -zi-ya-aš GaL
iv 34 [A-NA] DUTU-ŠI-ya-at-kán KaxU-az UrUZi-it-
 -ḫa-ra/zitparḫa29
iv 35 [I-NA BU]rU14 pa-ra-a a-ni-ya-u-en nu-uš-
 -ša-an
iv 36 [ke-e-da-ni t]up-pí-ya ú-i-te-na-aš ud-da-ar
iv 37 [Ú-UL z]i-in-na-an
The šapinuwa tablet or 90/1473 and its duplicate 
Chs i/1 5 are labelled as belonging to the “Great 
itkalzi (ritual)”. The expression “… tablet, not fini-
shed, of the «Great itkalzi (ritual)»” occurs only in 
the colophons of the two aforementioned texts. V. 
Haas (1984) gave a different reading of the first line 
of the colophon of Chs i/1 5: [DUB 2.Kam Ú-UL 
Q]A-TI it-kal-zi-ya-aš-ma-aš and translated this pas-
sage as: “[Die 2. Tafel. nicht be]endet (ist die serie) 
des (rituals) itkalzi”. However, i share w. waal’s 
assumption (2015, 526) that the last visible sign on 
stefano de martino24
this line should be read as the logogram GaL. The 
colophon is fragmentary and the sequence number of 
the tablet is also partially damaged; it might be read 
as either “2” or “3”.30
or 90/1473 and ChS i/1 5 are part of a “fill in 
the blanks” ritual, which could be performed for any 
ritual patron. The described rites are related to the 
pure water of the itkalzi of some deities. The tablet 
contains descriptive portions written in Hittite and 
recitations in Hurrian.31 a large Hurrian portion of 
this text (i 43-67) preserves an evocation of springs 
and rivers. another long passage written in Hurrian 
contains an incantation aimed to summon all the gods, 
called to purify the ritual water (iii 31 – iv 17). The 
label “Great itkalzi” might refer to the fact that said 
recension was more detailed than the other shortened 
recensions, which had been adapted for an anony-
mous ritual patron.32
Both manuscripts (or 90/1473 and Chs i/1 5) 
date to the 14th century; only one discrepancy can be 
found in comparing them: the colophon of or 90/1473 
mentions the town zitḫara, whereas the place name 
zitparḫa is preserved in ChS i/1 5. zitparḫa might 
be a variant of zidaparḫa, a town mentioned in two 
passages of the deeds of šuppiluliuma i.33 However, 
since the former name zitḫara occurs in many other 
colophons of the itkalzi, zitparḫa might be a mista-
ke, due to the fact that the scribe, writing down from 
dictation, misunderstood the right place name.34
2.3) The Ten Tablet recension for Either a male 
or a Female anonymous ritual Patron.
The Tenth and Last Tablet
manuscript Colophon Find spot script
KUB 29 8 = Chs i/1 
9 + KBo 33 43 + KBo 
33 113 = Chs i/8 264
preserved Bog. Bk. Bd. a ms
The colophon:
iv
36 DUB 10Kam QA-TI ŠA sisKUr.sisKUr it-kal-zi-aš
37 a-iš šu-up-pí-ya-aḫ-ḫu-wa-aš
38 A-NA DUTUŠI-ya-at-kán I-NA UrUzi-it-ḫa-ra
39 I-NA BUrU14 KaxU-az pa-ra-a a-ni-ya-u-en
Chs i/1 9 is a long, well preserved tablet writ-
ten in Hittite and Hurrian.35 it contains a ritual for 
an anonymous ritual patron. The expression “he/she 
pronounces the name of the ritual patron in a loud 
voice” occurs in three passages (iv 10, 18, 23), when 
the ritualist recites an incantation.
said tablet has a one distinctive and unusual featu-
re in that it differs from all the other itkalzi texts; in 
fact, only this text provides the option to have either 
a man or a woman as the ritual patron (i 3, 6; 50, 51; 
ii 8,9; see also i 31, 59). as J. miller36 also observed, 
Chs i/1 9 is “one of the most blatantly prescriptive 
texts”; in fact, every rite can be performed for either a 
man or a woman and adapted according to the gender 
of the ritual patron.
The rites described in the tenth and last tablet of 
this recension of the itkalzi start when the ritualist 
finishes reciting in Hurrian the words of the vessels 
of the warši. The meaning of this word is, unfortu-
nately, unknown.37
The rites mentioned in the first column are per-
formed near the fireplaces of some deities. Said fire-
places are aligned along, respectively, the right and 
the left side of the building hosting the ritualist, the 
patron and the whole ceremony. The right side is for 
the male deities and a male ritual patron, whereas 
the left side is for female deities and for a female 
ritual patron.38
The 1st column describes also the rite of beating, or 
striking the kupti-object; the word kupti might be of 
Hurrian origin39 and could refer either to a part of the 
fireplace or an accessory of same.40 The kupti-object 
occurs in Kizzuwatnean rituals and plays a significant 
role in the ammiḫatna ritual.41
The presence of the kupti-rite in both rituals, name-
ly ChS i/9 and the ammiḫatna text, led r. Strauss42 
to assume that the former ritual might have derived 
from the latter one. since the colophon of Chs i/1 9 
labels this text as part of the itkalzi and the Hurrian 
portions of it recall passages of said ritual, we can sa-
fely assume that the composition to which it belongs 
indeed derived from the itkalzi ritual and not from 
the ammiḫatna ritual. despite this, we can assume 
that both of these texts “derived from the common 
30 de martino, süel 2017.
31 obv. i 1-42 in Hittite; i 43-67 in Hurrian; ii 1-67: in Hur-
rian; rev. iii 1-60: in Hurrian; iv 1-22: in Hurrian; iv 23-24: 
in Hittite; iv 24-27: in Hurrian; iv 28-32: in Hittite; iv 33-37: 
colophon, in Hittite.
32 de martino, süel 2017.
33 see del monte 1993, 116, 139; 2008, 133, 159.
34 see haas 1984, 65.
35 obv. i 1-60: in Hittite; i 1-28: in Hittite; ii 29-31: in Hur-
rian; ii 32-33: in Hittite; ii 34-52: in Hurrian; ii 53-59: in Hittite; 
ii 60-61 (very damaged): in Hurrian; rev. iii 4-55: in Hurrian; iii 
56-58: in Hittite; iii 59-6: in Hurrian; iv 1-28: in Hurrian; iv 29: 
in Hittite; iv 30-35: in Hurrian; iv 36-39: colophon in Hittite.
36 miller 2004, 504.
37 see haas 2003, 780.
38 see haas 2010, 166-167; a. arChi (2013, 9-10), comment-
ing on this passage, argued that a division of the deities by 
gender seems to be innovation introduced by western syrian 
Hurrians.
39 see puhvel 1997, 259-260; riChter 2012, 226.
40 see strauss 2006, 91-92.
41 Ibidem, 79-92; murat 2008.
42 strauss 2006, 187.
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ritual tradition of Hurrian-north syrian origin”, as P. 
Taracha argued.43
when the kupti-rite ends, a billy-goat, a goat and 
a calf are released as “scape-goats” in order to cast 
off the evil.44 The following part of the text (i 48-
60) describes more ritual actions performed near the 
fire-places. This portion of the ritual distinguishes 
between a male ritual patron and a female one: the 
male ritual patron takes place on the throne of Tešob, 
whereas a female ritual patron sits on the footstool 
of ḫebat. ritual actions, which differ according to 
the gender of the ritual patron, are even mentioned in 
the ll. ii 6-11. The ritualist waves an eagle and other 
birds over the ritual patron, and then, if the latter is 
a man, he shoots an arrow, whereas a female ritual 
patron only puts her hand on the bow and the ritualist 
shoots the arrow.
The ritualist pours the water of purity onto the 
ritual patron and recites in Hurrian: “The water of 
purity shall purify you, that is, your body! Further-
more, the waters of ḫebat shall purify you, namely, 
your body (ii 29-31)”.45
Later on, the ritualist pronounces “(the words) of 
the water of ḫebat” in the same way, but the text 
does not preserve said incantation (ii 32). it might 
have been omitted because it was very similar to the 
previous one, however, if this is the case, we cannot 
understand why the words of the water of šaušga and 
nabarbi occur in the following paragraph (ii 33-35), 
repeating exactly the same invocation as the one al-
ready mentioned in the ll. 29-31: “Furthermore, the 
waters of šaušga and nabarbi shall purify you, na-
mely, your body”.46
after a long recitation in Hurrian that is preserved 
on the first lines of the third column, silver becomes 
the employed purifying substance and its cathartic 
power is invoked.47 The text explicitly says that the 
name of the ritual patron is pronounced, but no name 
is specified here, and this shows that the ritual was not 
performed for one specific ritual patron, but possibly 
for any patient. The invocation recited stresses the 
analogy between the natural purity of silver and the 
purification of the ritual patron: “as silver is pure/cle-
ar (and) strong …….. so/now you, the ritual patron” 
(inume ušḫuni šeġ=al=a kažl=a …… ḫenni=mma 
ašḫ=ož=i=kk=onni iv 8-10).
Passages of the 22 tablet recension of the itkalzi 
might have been learnt and memorized by the ritual 
expert or scribe to whom the text of the reduced re-
cension can be attributed. said ritual expert or scri-
be might have freely inserted them into parts of the 
newly adapted versions of the ritual, in spite of the 
context in which the quoted passages occurred in the 
original edition of the itkalzi.
This is the case, for example, of a passage pre-
served in Chs i/1 9 iv 23-26. when the name of 
the ritual patron is pronounced, an invocation in 
Hurrian is recited: paži irdi karži ḫapsuri paġi idi 
šummi šeġ=al=o=l=ež en(i)=n(a)=až ab(i)=da “may 
the mouth, the tongue, the lip, the spittle, the head, 
the whole body become pure/clear, before the gods”. 
said sentence echoes the aforementioned incantation 
that occurs in the third tablet and aims at purifying 
Tadu-ḫeba’s body. despite this, there are significant 
differences between the incantation documented in 
Chs i/1 9 and that preserved in the third tablet. First 
of all, the latter text, which is much longer, always 
specifies that the listed body parts are those of Queen 
Tadu-ḫeba and the order in which said body parts 
are mentioned is not the same as the one we find in 
Chs i/1 9 iv 24-26. Hence, the ritual practitioner or 
scribe just might have recalled –perhaps not perfect-
ly- a passage from the third tablet, and “used” it to 
prepare his version of the ritual.
an invocation, which is documented in two passa-
ges of text Chs i/1 9 (ii 29-31, 34-3548), also occurs 
in a passage of Chs i/1 1049. This text preserves a 
ritual for an anonymous ritual patron, which shows 
similarities with the itkalzi. The verbal expression 
itk=id=anni=m(ma), a desiderative form in the plu-
ral50, occurs in the aforementioned invocations docu-
mented from Chs i/1 9 (ii 29-31, 34-35), whereas in 
Chs i/1 10 (i 46’-54’) it appears wrongly written as 
it-ka-an-ni-nim-ma (i 46’) and it-ga-an-nim (i 53’). in 
both cases the plural marker –id- is omitted, although 
the agent is in the plural (šie=n(a)=až=ož). The two 
aforementioned Hurrian verbal forms, namely it-ka-
an-ni-nim-ma and it-ga-an-nim, might be explained 
as “simply the result of a scribe with a poor grasp of 
the language”, as D. Campbell51 argued. This exam-
ple supports the assumption that the recensions of 
the itkalzi that derived from the Hurrian original one 
might have been written by scribes, who did not have 
a perfect knowledge of the Hurrian language.
2.4) The recension reduced from the 22 Tablet 
Edition.
Three tablets might be considered as belonging to 
said recension according to their colophons, namely, 
Chs i/1 7, 8 and KBo 53 226.
43 see taraCha 2011, 281.
44 see mouton 2014.
45 see Campbell 2015a, 213.
46 see Campbell 2015a, 213.
47 see haas 2003, 214-215.
48 see haas, wegner 2010.
49 KUB 32 51 + KBo 27 92 (+) KBo 21 24 (+) KBo 20 
142 (+) KBo 27 177 (= Chs i/8 265); this text shows a mH 
script.
50 see giorgieri 2000, 227; Campbell 2015a, 214-215; 260-
261.
51 Campbell 2015a, 214-215.
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Chs i/1 7 = the 4th Tablet
manuscript Colophon Find spot script
KBo 21 43 = Chs 
i/1 7
Preserved Bog. Bk. Bd. a ms
The colophon:
iv
1’ duB ˻4˼K[am] [ ŠA sisKUr.sis]K[Ur it-kal-zi- 
 ya-aš]
2’ A-NA DUTUŠI-ya-at-kán ˻Kaxu-az˼ [ ]
3’ I-NA UrUzi-it-ḫa-ra I-N[A BUrU14 pa-ra-a]
4’ a-ni-ya-u-en Ú-UL QA-T[I]
5’ DUB 22.Kam ku-it UrUša[-pí-nu-wa-az ú-te-er]
6’ na-aš-ta ke-e TUP-PAḫi[a a-pí-z-za ar-ḫa]
7’ ḫa-an-te-u-ra-u[-en]
Chs i/1 7 is a very badly damaged tablet that pre-
serves only nine lines (in Hurrian) on the first col-
umn and the colophon (in Hittite) at the end of the 
fourth column.
Chs i/1 8
manuscript Colophon Find spot script
KBo 21 97 (+) 91 + 
KBo 21 44 = Chs 
i/1 8
preserved Bog. Bk. Bd. a ns
The colophon:
iv
 7’ [duB]˻x˼Kam Ú-UL QA-TI ŠA sisKUr.sisKUr 
  it<-kal>-zi-y[a-aš]
 8’ [A-NA] DUTUŠI-ya-at-kán KaxU-az UrUzi-i[t-ḫa-ra]
 9’ [I-N]A BUrU14 pa-ra-a a-ni-ya-u-en nu-uš-ša-an
  [ke-e-da-ni]
10’ [tu-]p-pí-ya Giš*Erin* Gišpa-a-i-in-na-aš-ša
11’ [me-]mi-ya-nu-uš zi-in<-na>-an-te-eš
  (one line blank)
12’ [D]UB 22.Kam ku-it UrUša-pí-nu-wa-az ú-te-e-e[r]
13’ [n]a-aš-ta ke-e *TUP-PAḫi.a-TIM* a-pí-iz-za
14’ [ar-]˻ḫa˼ ḫa-an-te-u-ra-u-en
only part of the third column (in Hurrian) and the 
colophon on the fourth column are preserved in Chs 
i/1 8. V. Haas52 argued that the sign, which is almost 
totally damaged at the beginning of l. 7’, might be 
read as “5” and his opinion is shared by w. waal.53 
There are visible traces only of the head of a vertical 
wedge. Hence, it is not certain whether the sequence 
number is indeed “5”. Cedar and tamarisk are the 
magic substances mentioned in this colophon.
KBo 53 226
manuscript Colophon Find spot script
KBo 53 226 Preserved Bog. area of 
Temple 1, L/19 
Grabungsschutt
ns (??)
52 haas 1984, 84.
53 waal 2015, 526.
54 see de martino 2016.
55 haas 1984, 82.
56 see de martino, süel 2017.
The colophon is the only portion of the text that 
is preserved:
1’                 SÍSKur it-]˻kal-˼z[i-ya-aš
2’      A-WA-AT KÙ.G]i ŠA x[
3’                      A-]NA DUTUš[I
4’   I-N]A UrUzi-i[t-ḫa-ra
5’                           ] DUB 22.Ka[m
6’                              ] ú-t[e-er
7’                              ] x [
Chs i/1 7 and 8 belong to the same recension of 
the itkalzi, but manuscript Chs i/1 7 can be dated to 
the 14th century, whereas Chs i/1 8 dates to the 13th 
century. Hence, they are part of two different sets of 
tablets. The two aforementioned texts are very frag-
mentary and we are unable to understand whether 
Chs i/1 7 and 8 belong either to a Hurrian reduced 
recension of the original ritual to be performed for 
Tašmi-šarri and Tadu-ḫeba, or to a Hurro-Hittite re-
cension of the “fill in the blanks” ritual54. The Hurrian 
word ašḫ=ož=i=kk=onni “ritual patron” appears in 
Chs i/1 8 iii 9’, but in a fragmentary context, and 
the restoration of the name of Tadu-ḫeba in the gap 
after said word, which was proposed by V. Haas,55 
remains hypothetical.
2.5) To sum up, i am of the opinion that different 
types of colophons did, indeed, correspond to diffe-
rent recensions of the itkalzi ritual. The “22 Tablet 
recension” might record the ritual performed for 
Tutḫaliya ii and Tadu-ḫeba, and four tablets could be 
attributed to said series. The “Ten Tablet recension” 
is documented in Chs i/1 9, which is the last tablet of 
this series. as was mentioned above, since said text 
has one distinctive feature, it makes me think that it 
may be part of a different version of the itkalzi. The 
“Great itkalzi recension” is presumably another com-
position reduced from the original one and adapted 
for an anonymous ritual patron. in my opinion, the 
label “Great itkalzi” might even refer to a recension 
that, although derived from the complete edition of 
the ritual, might have been a more detailed version 
compared to the “Ten Tablet recension”.56
as was already said, or 90/1473 and Chs i/1 5 are 
two manuscripts of the “Great itkalzi recension”; in 
these texts there are portions that derive from similar 
passages documented in Chs i/1 6, which might have 
been part of the original 22 tablet edition. This is true 
of the long invocation of springs and rivers, which is 
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documented in the 1st column of Chs i/1 6 and in the 
1st column of text or 90/1473 = Chs i/1 5.57
as to the comparison between the original itkalzi 
composition and the derived ones, i hereby quote 
an example, which is significant in my opinion. The 
mountain Lebanon (Lablaḫḫi) occurs in Chs i/1 6 ii 
1-4,58 whereas said mountain name is wrongly spelled 
as Laḫlaḫḫi in Chs i/1 5 ii 23-25. as D. Campbell59 
argued, “proper nouns represent a class of word forms 
that … have less canonical spelling, as they are not 
emphasised during scribal training”. Hence, mista-
kes occurring in this place name, as well as in the 
case of zitḫara and zitparḫa (see § 2.2), might be a 
consequence of the fact that the scribe either wrote 
from dictation, or else inaccurately recalled texts he 
had learnt.
3) Who, Where, Why?
as is well known, starting with King Tutḫaliya i, 
the Hittite court shew a great interest in Hurrian cul-
ture. King arnuwanda i encouraged the diffusion of 
Hurrian texts among the court circles, and the Hurrian 
tradition was given great prominence at the time of 
his follower, Tutḫaliya ii.60
King Tutḫaliya ii/ Tašmi-šarri and Queen Tadu-
ḫeba are the ritual patrons in the tablets belonging 
to the Hurrian recension. This supports the assum-
ption that said royal couple requested the Hurrian 
itkalzi purification ritual be performed for them for 
the first time.
it is generally assumed that the itkalzi might have 
derived from the Kizzuwatnean ritual tradition.61 a 
passage in a tablet catalogue (KUB 30 47 + KBo 31 
25 i 7’)62 mentions the word itkalzi. said passage is 
fragmentary and we cannot say in which context it 
occurred, but the other entries in this catalogue refer 
to personages, deities and place names all related to 
Kizzuwatna, such as, King Pilliya of Kizzuwatna (i 
12’-13’), šaušga of the mount amanus (i 5’), the 
weather God of Kummani (i 13’) and the ritualist 
ammiḫatna (i 8’).
The springs and rivers mentioned in the evocation 
preserved in Chs i/1 6 and in the reduced recension 
documented in or 90/1473 and Chs i/1 563 refer to a 
wide geographical area, which comprehends the Ṭur-
‘abdin region, the more southern region of the Lower 
Zab and the north-western territories of syria. said 
area corresponds to the whole extension of the mitta-
nian Kingdom; hence, the aforementioned evocation 
of springs and rivers presumably goes back to a lite-
rary and/or religious mittanian tradition, which might 
have been known at the court of Kizzuwatna.
The possible scenario whereby Kizzuwatnean ri-
tuals reached the Hittite court has already been the 
subject of several in-depth analyses. J. miller64 offe-
red a comprehensive reconstruction of the processes 
of how the rituals of Kizzuwatnean tradition were 
first recorded at ḫattuša; he assumed that the textual 
material, originally kept in the archives of Kummani, 
was used as the basis for ritual performances. ritual 
experts might also have orally transmitted ritual re-
pertories that had no previous written tradition. The 
role played by the oral transmission of memorized 
literary and cult compositions, which P. Delnero65 
assumed for some sumerian texts, has also recently 
been argued with regard to Hittite documentation.66
an oral transmission of, at least, part of the Kiz-
zuwatnean ritual tradition might explain the fact that 
no original cuneiform tablet by Kizzuwatnean scribes 
was found in ḫattuša.67 anyway, Hittite scribes oc-
casionally referred to tablets from Kizzuwatna, such 
as, KBo 21 37 + demonstrates.68 in a passage of said 
text, which records a ritual performed in šapinuwa, 
it is stated that the offerings prescribed in an ancient 
tablet of Kizzuwatna (ŠA UrUKizzuwatna annalli tup-
pi) were considered unsuitable (rev. 25).
The composition of the itkalzi ritual is not attri-
buted to any particular expert, such as maštigga, 
ammiḫatna, allaituraḫḫi, Giziya, etc. in the preser-
ved colophons there is no mention of the name of a 
ritualist to whom the “authorship” of the itkalzi may 
be attributed; hence, one might argue that the rites, 
offerings and incantations -not yet systematically part 
of one single ritual- were put together for the first 
performance of the itkalzi.69
as was already said, the colophons of the itkal-
zi tablets document the following sentence: ANA 
DUTU-ŠI=ya=at=kán KaxU-az UrUzitḫara I-NA 
Bar8 parā aniyauen. The interpretation of the ex-
pression parā aniyauen has been an object of debate; 
in my opinion, it refers to the first performance of the 
ritual that occurred in zitḫara.70 i argue that the ritual 
was also written down on that occasion. reference 
was also made to the first performance of the ritual 
in the colophons of the reduced recension tablets. 
This, in my opinion, had the purpose of “certifying” 
57 Ibidem.
58 see haas 1979, 339.
59 Campbell 2015b, 82.
60 see Campbell 2016; de martino 2017.
61 see strauss 2006, 149-188.
62 see dardano 2006, 233-235.
63 see de martino, süel 2017.
64 miller 2004, 469-532.
65 delnero 2012.
66 see Campbell 2015b; marCuson, van den hout 2015.
67 see the literature quoted by de martino 2017, 154 and n. 
12 concerning KUB 47 41.
68 see trémouille 2002, 841-856; miller 2004, 515-516.
69 Concerning the question how Hittite rituals were composed, 
see miller 2004; Christiansen 2006; görke 2010; taraCha 
2011; marCuson, van den hout 2015; Campbell 2015b.
70 see de martino, süel 2015, 32-34; 2017.
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that they did, in fact, derive from the original edition 
of the itkalzi.
as J. miller71 and D. Campbell72 correctly argued, 
the expression KaxU=az/iššaz “from the mouth/ by 
dictation” cannot always be taken literally; in fact, to 
give an example in the case of the itkalzi, how can 
we assume that it was the king who dictated a com-
position to be written on 22 tablets? said expression, 
instead, refers to the order given by the sovereign, 
who might have asked his experts to collect both the 
oral and written evidence that eventually was at the 
basis for the 22 tablet recension.
The long Hurrian incantations such as those pre-
served in the 3rd tablet, in Chs i/1 20 and 6 are like 
doggerels, whereby certain words and sentences 
are repeated several times. The repetition of either 
same or similar sentences made learning them by 
heart much easier; said observation corroborates the 
assumption that at least some portions of the ritual 
might have derived from an oral tradition.
The purpose for which the itkalzi was performed 
for the first time is not yet surely known, but several 
clues suggest that it might have been related to the 
wedding of King Tutḫaliya ii and Tadu-ḫeba.73 D. 
Campbell74 recently proposed that the ritual might 
have been performed in order to increase the fertility 
of the royal couple. as is known, Tutḫaliya ii had 
two wives, namely, šadandu-ḫeba and Tadu-ḫeba; 
the latter presumably was the mother of ḫenti, who 
married šuppiluliuma i, whereas the former either 
died or was abandoned and her name was condem-
ned to a kind of damnatio memoriae.75 i had assumed 
that šadandu-ḫeba might have been the mother of 
Tutḫaliya Tur;76 šuppiluliuma’s coup d’état and the 
assassination of Tutḫaliya Tur might, in my opinion, 
have been the cause of the šadandu-ḫeba oblivion. 
despite this, we cannot exclude that Tutḫaliya Tur 
might have been one of the sons of the royal couple 
Tutḫaliya ii – Tadu-ḫeba, born after ḫenti, as p. Ta-
racha argued.77
accepting Taracha’s hypothesis, šadandu-ḫeba 
might have been unable to have any offspring and 
for this reason she was possibly repudiated by her hu-
sband. Hence, when the king married his second wife, 
Tadu-ḫeba, the itkalzi might have been performed to 
give assurance that the royal couple would generate 
offspring. The itkalzi ritual indeed succeeded: ḫenti 
was born and, presumably, other children after her.78 
Therefore, said ritual might have gained popularity 
to some extent.
The success of the performance of the itkalzi might 
explain the reason why it was also changed into a 
“fill in the blanks” ritual and transformed into a more 
simply ceremony, easier to perform, as documented in 
the reduced recensions. However, the purpose of the 
reduced recensions of the itkalzi cannot be determi-
ned. They might be prescriptive texts in preparation 
for the performance of the ritual upon request of a 
patron other than the royal couple, but they could 
also be the result of a scholarly interest in an “exotic” 
composition such as this one.79
as i have tried to demonstrate, there were at least 
three different recensions of the itkalzi but, as already 
stated, also a fourth one -preserved in texts Chs i/1 7 
and 8- might have existed. The “22 Tablet recension” 
has arrived to us in at least five sets of tablets.80 all in 
all, the tablets belonging to said recension might have 
been, at least, 110. The “Great itkalzi recension” is 
preserved in texts found in ḫattuša and šapinuwa; 
hence, they presumably belonged to two different sets 
of tablets. The ten tablet version is documented by 
Chs i/1 9, the last tablet of this series.
in consideration of the preserved and identified 
three/four recensions and the chronologically diffe-
rent sets of tablets, one might assume that about 140 
or 150 tablets labelled as itkalzi might have been 
produced between the 14th and the 13th century. The 
archives of šapinuwa preserve several fragments that 
belong to the itkalzi ritual; the attribution of any small 
fragment to one particular recension of the itkalzi 
is, indeed, a hard task, especially when very few 
lines are preserved; in fact, very similar sentences 
occur in different tablets and portions of the ritual.
Despite the fact that there are many fragments yet 
to be studied, the texts of the itkalzi handed down 
to us are fewer than we had expected, especially if 
140 or 150 tablets were actually produced. moreover, 
none of the recensions are complete; hence, i wonder 
whether some parts of the ritual might have, indeed, 
been preserved up until the collapse of the Hittite 
kingdom, whereas other tablets might have been di-
scarded already during the 13th century. The selection 
of the tablets to be preserved and also copied might 
have been carried out according to the interest in 
certain Hurrian incantations and recitatives still in 
circulation at the time of ḫattušili ii and pudu-ḫeba, 
although the itkalzi ritual, presumably, was no longer 
known in its complete original form at that time.
71 miller 2004, 476 and n. 797.
72 Campbell 2015b, 69.
73 see de martino, süel 2015.
74 Campbell 2016 n. 22.
75 see taraCha 2016.
76 see de martino 2010, 96.
77 taraCha 2016.
78 Ibidem 2016.
79 Concerning the scholarly purpose for copying and writing 
ritual texts see Christiansen 2006, 29-30; marCuson, van den 
hout 2016.
80 The third tablet is documented by five different manu-
scripts.
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